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ABOUT NHT

NHT (Now Hear This) was founded
by Chris Byrne and Ken Kantor in
December 1986 and we are famous
for our premium sealed speakers
ranging from the Model 1 in the
1980s to our acclaimed C Series
speakers and Dolby Atmos
speakers today.

 "NHT speakers look great, sound
great, and measure superbly. 

- Jay Haider, reviewer

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ken_Kantor


C 4 Tower

C SERIES

The C SERIES represents a fresh look
at our best audio series of speakers. It
takes the best of our Classic line and
adds subtle sonic improvements to
each of the models. 

Music reproduction is what you would
expect from NHT: incredible detail,
powerful dynamics, and pinpoint
imaging. Home theater benefits from
high output along with friendly room
and placement designs.

COLLECTION

C-3 carries on the tradition of our best
bookshelf design providing an even
wider soundstage, excellent
dispersion, and even more detail.

C 3 Bookshelf

The C-4 is perfect for a stand alone
music system and has the capacity to
play louder than its predecessor, the
Classic Four, in a home theater
system.

A 3-way center speaker offers
tremendous benefits, notably
providing broad dispersion in both
horizontal and vertical planes and
greatly improved intelligibility through
out the seating area. 

C 1 Bookshelf

C LCR Center

What this means is that the C-1 makes
a terrific stand-alone music speaker
for small rooms but with enough
dynamic range for a surround system.



MS Tower

MS Satellite

MS Center

MEDIA SERIES

NHT’s Dolby licensed, MEDIA SERIES is
designed to provide great audio for
both music and film without
dominating your room. 

Spatial efficiency is key for the MEDIA
SERIES; each model is as low profile as
we can make it, with the height
speakers built right into the cabinet,
minimizing the total number of
speakers in your room without
sacrificing sonic capability. 

COLLECTION

MS - Satellite is a compact, 2-way
satellite showcasing a built-in up-firing
driver for Dolby Atmos® channels.
The low profile design is ideal for wall
mounting but also functions equally
well on a TV stand or shelf. 

The MS - Tower is a 3-way, acoustic
suspension tower loudspeaker with
high output, full-range dynamics and
broad dispersion supporting Dolby
Atmos. 

The MS - Center channel speaker uses
the same 1” tweeter and 5.25”
woofers utilized in the rest of the
Media Series with a slimmer profile
that can be easily mounted flush
against the wall either above or below
a TV or placed on tabletop or shelf. 

Atmos Mini

Enhance your existing speaker system
with Dolby Atmos® by utilizing the
AFX Mini, a small add-on speaker
comprised solely of an up firing driver.



Super One

Super Zero

Super Center

SUPER SERIES

Designed for audiophiles on a budget,
the SUPER SERIES offers the ultimate
in value without compromise to sonic
performance. The Super Series
provides all the detail and air you
would expect from speakers of the
highest caliber. 

Each model is solidly built using
economies of scale to keep the price
affordable for all consumers. With
extensive attention to design and
voicing, there is no reason that you
have to pay more to truly enjoy music.

COLLECTION

The SuperZero 2.1 is a true high-end
mini-monitor with a compact, well-
braced cabinet coated with a beautiful
black gloss laminate with easy wall &
ceiling mounting options available.

The 2nd generation of NHTs second
most popular speaker ever. The
SuperOne2.1 is very compact and has
the same breathtaking sonics as our
SuperZero with added bass. Affordable high-performance NHT

home theater is easier than ever with
the SuperCenter 2.1. This attractive
center channel speaker is a perfect
match for the SuperZero or
SuperOne. 

With a 2-way, acoustic suspension
design using two 4.5" drivers (same as
the SuperZero and SuperPower) and a
1" silk dome tweeter, the SuperCenter
is voiced identically to other products
in the Super Series, for a seamless
tonal balance.



IC4 - ARC

IC3 - ARC

 AIW - ARC

ARCHITECT SERIES

The ARCHITECT SERIES is NHT's
collection of remarkable and invisible
in-wall, in-ceiling and Outdoor
speakers that are perfect for
background, foreground, home
theater and distributed audio in your
home or business.

NHT's patented three tweeter array
provides flat response up to 60
degrees off axis, which eliminates
"hot-spots" and "not-spots". Architect
models are also moisture and
humidity resistant.

COLLECTION

iC3-ARC in-ceiling speakers are ideally
used for premium multi-room audio,
as home theater speakers for any
channel, in office commercial venues
or anywhere you want affordable
high-end sound hidden from view. 

The iC4-ARC is NHT's super-premium
8" woofer in-ceiling speaker. iC4-ARCs
can also be used in any situation
where the very best sound
reproduction is desired with almost
no physical presence in the room. 

The AiW-ARC is a high-performance,
compact in-wall speaker that utilizes a
number of NHT technologies in
tandem to deliver sound quality well
beyond your expectations. 

IW4 - ARC

The iW4-ARC is our powerhouse
architectural product. Outrageous
dynamics, terrific bass, high output
are present in the iW4-ARC with no
loss in detail 



CS 10 SS 10

SUBWOOFERS

NHT has been making sealed,
powered subwoofer speakers for a
long time. 

Let general room size and how much
bass you desire determine which
subwoofer system is best for you. It is
important to remember that
sometimes two subwoofers are a
viable option.

Each sub is powered using IcePower
amplifiers and hand assembled using
the best materials.

COLLECTION

The CS-10 is a 300W, 10” long throw,
powered subwoofer housed in a 14”
square cabinet. The result is the
smallest possible subwoofer that
retains NHT’s signature musical
qualities.

The SS-10 Subwoofer is the perfect
compact subwoofer for our Super
Series speakers. We upgraded the
original Super 8 model by substituting
the former 8” driver with a 10” and a
250W amplifier, effectively doubling
the power of its predecessor. 



TWS Earbuds

O2 Outdoor

M 7 Custom LCR

PERSONAL AND
OTHER PRODUCTS

NHT makes plenty of other critically
acclaimed products. 

These range from outdoor speakers
to wireless earbuds and even custom
made products.

With specialized silk drivers to ARC
materials and even custom drivers,
each NHT product is made with you in
mind.

COLLECTION

The O2-ARC is a unique, high-
performance outdoor loudspeaker
that is weather (UV) and moisture
resistant, and includes a mounting
bracket.

NHT’s 0.2 wireless earbuds feature an
industry leading proprietary 6mm
driver, IPX6 water resistance, and
BT5.0 SBC and AAC codec support for
an exceptional listening experience. The M7 is 3-way monitor, employing

two, long throw, 6.5” cast frame
woofers with under-hung voice coils, a
four” mid-range and a 1” aluminum
dome tweeter. We designed the M7
for larger media rooms where high
output is required. The cabinet is
made from ¾” MDF, heavily braced
internally to avoid audible
resonances.

Assembly takes place in sunny
California. Every M7 is subjected to a
battery of tests and within a tight
window to insure that the speakers
match sonically. Super clean, accurate
and low distortion to bring you every
detail in film tracks or music.


